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2012-2-25 15:14 upload and download the attachment (153.71 KB) the Milky Way jet went on sale today, is undoubtedly the most
recent Sneaker circle most hot topic to the peak, and another person's boots also in today's NBA tour rookie finally revealed his
edge, this person is "linsanity" Jeremy Lin. The formal exposure of the PE sneakers gave the best answer to all previous guesses.
The Nike Zoom Hyperfuse Low all star PE version of the shoes, select the color you have guessed New York color, in a stable and
comfortable performance is also very suitable for Jeremy Lin games, and most notably on the tongue and sideways position are "Lin"
and "17" dark stripes hot stamping processing, it also highlights the identity of the owner of this pair of shoes. But there are some
shortcomings or in shoes, we didn't see before long Jeremy Lin's Logo, perhaps because of the time factor, this is only the PE
version of the shoes will continue to be perfect after NIKE! We will continue to pay attention.

: with the coming of summer, PUMA has specially built four new PUMA XS850 Plus with different characteristics. The shoes are
using simple white or black to create a shoe body, with bright blue, pink, bright yellow, purple details, the classic shoes become more
lively and beautiful. It is reported that these four new color matching PUMA XS850 Plus will be officially listed on the designated store
in July 1st. 11:21 uploading and downloading attachments (58.89 KB)
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